JOB DESCRIPTION:
An established ENT practice in Olathe, KS is seeking an audiologist to join our staff. We have an immediate need for an audiologist, and are open to full-time, part-time, and PRN/As Needed applicants. We are a team oriented practice that highly values a strong patient experience. The qualified candidate will be responsible for dispensing hearing aids, providing diagnostic evaluations, counseling and patient care, interpreting test results and writing reports, maintaining all clinical records and charts as specified by practice management, performing all services and duties in a manner consistent with practice policies and procedures, and assisting with clinic organization and efficient operations.

SKILLS REQUIRED:
Full and part-time applicants must have the ability to appropriately recommend and fit hearing aids. All applicants must be able to conduct comprehensive hearing evaluations on patients of all ages with a variety of complex ear conditions and hearing losses. Skills needed for evaluations include tympanometry, reflexes, OAEs, puretone and speech testing, conditioned play audiometry, and visual reinforcement audiometry. The applicant must be proficient with computers and be able to learn new software for EMR and scheduling systems. Possession of, or ability to obtain, licensure in the state of Kansas is required.

CULTURE:
Strong partnership between Physician and Audiologist staff
Team mentality
Patient Care is priority number one
Provide the greatest hearing care experience

Please send resume to Janna Weber at jsorensen@mwent.com.